Summary

Interaction has come to play an essential role in scientific visualization. It allows a scientist to explore large quantities of data derived from various sensor technologies as well as the output of complex simulations. These data are large enough to easily overwhelm even the most powerful graphics hardware available, making useful interaction with the data all but impossible.

One approach to achieving interaction is to trade fidelity for speed by employing multi-resolution forms of the visualization data. This ability to control the level of detail can bring many visualization applications from a state of non-interactive performance to one of interactive performance. However, if the data are complex enough, the quality may be reduced beneath the threshold of useful visualization during periods of interaction.

Another classic approach to improving performance is to build a faster machine. 3D rendering is a highly parallelizable problem, so a number of large-scale parallel machines have been built over the years to push the state of the art, allowing the visualization of larger data sets. Today’s parallel machines often take the form of networked clusters of PCs, built mostly from commodity parts. The typical emphasis and philosophy in the field parallel rendering focuses research on the hardware architecture’s scalability; then one builds a machine big enough to render the desired data. Such an approach is neither sufficient for rendering today’s largest data sets nor cost-effective for the increasing base of cluster users.

In this research project we have tightly integrate the use of level of detail with PC cluster-based rendering systems. As a product of this research, we have developed:

- **GLOD**, a widely deployable and publicly available level-of-detail system with a translucent, driver-level API supporting a variety of level of detail algorithms across a range of parallel rendering architectures.
- Level of detail algorithms for performing load management as well as load balancing of visualization clusters.
- Parallel algorithms for both level of detail construction and level of detail management.
- Level-of-detail approaches to data compression that are compatible with high-performance, highly parallel graphics hardware (GPUs)
- Debugging approaches leveraging visualization to explore large quantities of data within a modern parallel GPU

Students and Collaborations

This research project has also supported the development of a number of student researchers, including 3 PhDs (Krysztof Niski, Budirijanto Purnomo, and Yuan Chen, 1 MS (Nathaniel Duca), and 1 BS (also Nathaniel Duca). It enabled research discussions both remotely in person of the PI with DOE Researchers at LLNL: Randy Frank, Sean Ahearn, Mark Duchaineau, and Peter Lindstrom. These research collaborations have been so successful that the PI has actually joined the research team as an employee at LLNL.
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http://www.cs.jhu.edu/~graphics/GLOD
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